
RIDER: __________________________________   DATE: ________________________________        LEVEL:       Prep/Prelim       Novice +

Can be ridden either walking, trotting or cantering.  To be ridden in an ordinary snaffle. Riding one handed is optional. MAXIMUM time allowed is 8 minutes.
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Remarks

1 Side Pass Pole - Right
Horse doesn’t step on pole, 

crossing of legs shown.
10

2 Figure of 8 barrels - 3 times 
Size and shape of circles, consistent 

rhythm and bend.
10

3 Rein Back - L shaped poles
Horse doesn’t step on poles, 

consistent step back rhythm.
10

4 Bridge
Horse doesn’t baulk or rush over 

the bridge.
10

5 Slalom Poles - Up and back
Consistent rhythm, change of bend 

shown.
10

6 Open and close gate
Horse responsive to aids and 

doesn’t baulk.
10

7 Side Pass Pole - Left
Horse doesn’t step on pole, 

crossing of legs shown.
10

8
Pick up cup, weave through slalom poles, 

return cup to last pole

Horse doesn't baulk, consistent 

rhythm shown.
10

9 Go up corridor, ring bell, back out
Horse doesn’t step on poles or shy, 

consistent step back rhythm
10

10 Corral Pattern - 2 times on each rein
Size and shape of circles, consistent 

rhythm and bend.
10

11
Pick up garrocha pole, hook ring, return 

pole and ring

Consistent rhythm, accuracy of 

hooking.
10

12
Halt horse, pick up jug of water, hold jug 

over riders head

Horse doesn’t baulk, stands still. No 

water spilt.
10

Leave arena on a loose rein

Collective Marks

10

10

10

Total Marks:

Time Taken: ____________ Plus Bonus Time Marks: Fastest time = 10 bonus points, second fastest = 9 points, third fastest = 8 points etc

Minus Total Errors:

Final Mark: _______

Harmony and Submission (Attention and confidence, lightness)

Penalties (Error of Course): 1st error = 2 points, 2nd error = 4 points, 3rd error = Elimination

Mount Crawford Dressage Club

Working Equitation - Obstacle Course Test

Technique and Style (Overall skill and finesse, ease of movements)

Paces and Impulsion (Freedom and regularity, desire to move forward)


